Relationship between arterial impedance and concentric remodeling in patients with normal systolic function: impact on prevalence and survival.
Although concentric remodeling (CR) is associated with increased morbidity and mortality, little is known regarding the interaction of arterial impedance (IMP) on survival in CR. The authors evaluated 50,421 patients with normal systolic function to assess prevalence of CR and impact of CR and IMP on survival (mean follow-up, 3.9±2.3 years.) In 2636 patients with paired echocardiograms, the authors assessed the impact of IMP on mortality, based on maintaining a high or low IMP (> or <4.0 mm Hg/mL/m(2) ). CR occurred in 21% of patients and was associated with twice the mortality compared with patients with normal left ventricular (LV) structure (P<.0001). The prevalence of CR increased with increasing IMP (P<.001 for trend). In the paired cohort, CR patients with an IMP <4.0 had a mortality of 6.3%, with 58% converting to normal LV structure, whereas mortality was higher (10%; P<.0001) and conversion to normal LV structure was less frequent (46%; P<.001) in those whose IMP remained ≥4.0. CR is prevalent and associated with high mortality and increases with higher IMP. Reducing IMP levels in CR is associated with lower mortality and greater conversion to normal LV structure. Studies are needed to determine whether reporting and targeting IMP is beneficial in CR.